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MOspace Repository

MOspace is an online repository for scholarly work and resources created by faculty, staff and students at the University of Missouri. MOspace makes created knowledge and research products from UM available to the wider community of researchers and students and assures preservation of these materials for the future. [read more]

Communities in MOspace

Select a community to browse its collections.

- University of Missouri System [651]
- University of Missouri-Columbia [13662]
- University of Missouri-Kansas City [1286]
- University of Missouri-St. Louis [18]

Other UM Repositories

- Scholars' Mine: Missouri S&T's Research Repository

Search MOspace

Enter some text in the box below to search MOspace.
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What is MOspace?

MOspace can hold your scholarly work and the work of all your University of Missouri colleagues and students.

MOspace encourages collaboration by making your work available to the global community.

Currently, MOspace includes over 10,000 items from the UM system, in a variety of text, image and data formats, including all theses and dissertations submitted since 2006.

Benefits of MOspace to you

- Free
- Easy—all the work is done by the MU Libraries staff
- Retain your copyright
- Permanent, citable URL
- Increased exposure via Google Scholar
- Maintained by MU Libraries

For more information on MOspace, visit mospace.umsystem.edu

Digital Repositories Offer Many Practical Benefits

“The coolest thing to do with your data will be thought of by someone else.”
—Rufus Pollock

MOspace
52 Ellis Library
Columbia, MO 65201

“MOSpace has become our Treasury Hall. So glad they are assisting with digitizing old publications. Bringing them to the 21st Century.”
—Dr. Murali Nagar

A joint initiative of the University Libraries, the Division of Information Technology, and the University of Missouri Library Systems. MOspace uses DSpace, the open source software developed by MIT, to maintain secure local access.
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ACE inhibitors and ARBs: One or the other—not both—for
MOspace is the digital institutional repository of the University of Missouri System, and is a joint initiative of the University Libraries, the Office of Library Systems, and the Division of Information Technology. It is a permanent digital showcase of research and knowledge, focusing on works created by those connected with the University of Missouri. MOspace is a place where faculty, staff and students can store their intellectual output, and depend upon a permanent URL.

MOspace allows the library to preserve and provide open access to items in a more permanent way than posting to a website. The project uses DSpace, an open source application developed at MIT, which provides permanent URLs for documents deposited through it to the MOspace server. The Libraries are committed to this ongoing effort as part of the next generation of library collections.

MOspace, in addition to acting as a preservation tool, is our part of the international open access movement. You have probably heard of the recent votes in favor of open access by Harvard’s Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Stanford’s School of Education, and other institutions and faculties. MOspace could even be a home for a new open access journal in the future.

An important part of the MOspace effort is encouraging authors not to sign away rights to their own works, as often happens when they publish in commercial journals. Retaining the copyright allows content to be made available to students and scholars without huge subscription fees. In MOspace, the author/creator retains copyright in all cases, so an author could also publish an item elsewhere, providing that the publisher allows (see the author’s addendum for an example addendum to a publisher’s contract). For items not commercially published, author permission is all that is needed to allow the library to add it to MOspace. Library staff can download items from websites or upload items directly via author submissions. Authors can submit works directly to mospace@missouri.edu; most electronic formats are accepted for submission.

Establishing MOspace is part of the crucial role libraries play in preserving research and scholarship in all forms and making knowledge accessible for future scholars.

For more information, consult our help page, call 573-882-1685, or email mospace@missouri.edu. To get in touch with a MOspace representative from UMKC, call 816-235-2227 or email mospace@umkc.edu.

We look forward to receiving your submissions.

Related

• MOspace Collection Policy
Contact us

MOspace is staffed by a crack crew of librarians, who are just waiting to help you find material in the repository, or add your own material. Each participating campus provides their own management staff, and you can contact them from this page.

MU Libraries MOspace management team

UMKC Libraries MOspace management team
Challenges
DCAT
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/cmygp/DSpace+Community+Advisory+Team
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"To control your cow, give it a bigger pasture."

--Master Suzuki Roshi
It's okay to wing it.
Things will surprise you.
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